ABSTRACT

Supratentorial location of hemangioblastoma is very rare. The authors report a case of a 45 year old female who had sporadic solid supratentorial hemangioblastoma and who made a complete recovery following gross total removal of the tumor.
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Introduction

Hemangioblastomas are histologically benign, rare, neuroaxial highly vascular tumors composed of a mixture of neoplastic stromal cells embedded in a rich capillary network[1] that occur either sporadically (67% of cases) or as part of von Hippel-Lindau disease (VHL; 33% of cases).[2,3] They can be found in any part of the central nervous system but most often are located in the posterior fossa or spinal cord.[4] A supratentorial location is very rare.[5-8] About 152 cases have only been described in the literature out of which 82 had VHL syndrome.[5] We report a case of sporadic solid supratentorial hemangioblastoma with relevant review of literature.

Case Report

A 45 year old female presented to our institution with complaints of mild, holocranial, continuous headache for one year. Patient had no other neurological deficits—all cranial nerves and vision was normal. The patient did not have polycythemia. CT scan showed isodense lesion in midline basifrontal lesion well enhancing with contrast.

On MRI lesion was 4.3x5.5x4.6 cm midline basifrontal isointense on T1WI, hyperintense on T2WI heterogenous, solid with marked enhancement on gadolinium. Neither any definite flow voids were visible nor was dural-tail sign evident. There was marked perilesional edema.

Intra-operatively the tumor was found to be intra-axial, purplish, highly vascular having a good plane with the normal surrounding brain with multiple feeders, one large feeder from the anterior cerebral artery. Gross total excision was done. Histopathological diagnosis was of hemangioblastoma.

The patient did not have any family history of VHL syndrome and further investigations done did not diagnose her from having it.

Discussion

Supratentorial hemangioblastomas are rarely encountered in neurosurgical practice. These tumors usually occur in adulthood, mainly fourth decade,[5] but congenital and infant supratentorial cystic hemangioblastomas have been reported.[9] Hemangioblastomas have a tendency to be cystic lesions with a mural nodule. Pure solid tumors are less common than cystic tumors.[8]

Peritumoral cysts have been demonstrated to originate from peritumoral edema in central nervous system hemangioblastomas.[10] The extent of edema is not linked to the size of the tumor and it does not always lead to the formation of a cyst over time.[5] Edema is
thought to be the result of the diffusion of a plasma ultrafiltrate from the interstitial space of the tumor to the surrounding brain, and when the absorptive capacities of the surrounding tissue are exceeded, a cyst develops. Compared with the cerebellum, the cerebrum offers a bigger volume for edema diffusion. Vasogenic edema especially diffuses along white-matter tracts and even along those of optic system have been described.[11] This explains why cyst formation should be less frequent in the supratentorial region compared with the posterior fossa and why extended areas of edema might occur with small tumors.[5,10]

“Giant” supratentorial hemangioblastomas (>3 cm3) have been reported in the literature.[12] They appear to be more frequent in the parasagittal region. They do not often develop major cysts. This might explain their large size at diagnosis because mass effect and resulting symptoms are due mainly to the tumor itself.[9]

On an unenhanced scan, the mural nodule or the solid part of the tumor is isodense to brain tissue. CT and magnetic resonance imaging can easily detect characteristics such as whether the tumor is pure solid, cystic or mural nodule, and any peritumoral edema. On contrast enhanced CT, the solid part, mural nodule and cyst wall may hold the dye diffusely. Peritumoral edema is common in these tumors. Calcification has not been reported.[7] Radiological appearance of the supratentorial solid hemangioblastomas may mimic meningiomas at similar locations if located at the convexity.[13]

The lesion is isointense or hypointense on T1-weighted images and hyperintense on T2-weighted images.[14] Transition from a solid tumor to a classic cystic tumor with a small mural nodule has been reported. Occasionally, signal in solid tumor components can be heterogeneous on T1-weighted images, with areas of increased signal within the solid portion. These regions may represent lipid in the stromal cells or methemoglobin from hemorrhage.[14] Pathologic dilated vessels can be demonstrated as hyperintense structures on flow-enhanced gadolinium studies. MRI with intravenous contrast enhancement shows enhancing nodules well because of their vascularity.[15]

On diffusion weighted imaging (DWI), the margins of these tumors are not well defined and even their presence is unclear.[14] The solid enhancing portions have lower signal on DWI and high apparent diffusion co-efficient (ADC). This is in comparison to other cerebellar tumors in which solid and enhancing portions are isointense and/or give high signal on DWI.[17]

On proton MRS, high mobile lipids (Lip) peaks between 0.9 and 1.4 ppm, are found which are compatible with histologically proven lipids in the tumor. No lactate peak is present and the creatine/phosphocreatine peak is low. Choline-containing compounds are increased. Absence of N-acetylaspartate peak indicates non-neurogenic origin of tumor.[18] It is hypothesized that combined with the absence of the necrotic component on magnetic resonance imaging, this Lip peak on proton MRS could be the characteristic pattern of hemangioblastoma. These unique results of proton MRS can play an important role in the differential diagnosis of intracranial hemangioblastoma.[18]

The present case is an example of a giant solid supratentorial hemangioblastoma presenting with subtle headache and no other stigmata suggestive of hemangioblastoma with a confusing radiology. The absences of cyst and subtle neurological features have a logical explanation in the relevant literature available and such cases may well be diagnosed pre-operatively with clinical application of advances in radiodiagnosis.
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